Spirits and Distilling
Distilling Equipment
Code
Stills
106145

Super Express Still - 27L 3000W (Available in New Zealand Only)
The dual element boiler gets a 25L wash up to temperature in only 45 minutes.
Produces distillate at a rate of over 3 litres per hour!
Not only is it staggeringly fast, it can produce distillate at over 90% ABV.
Processing a 25L wash only takes around 2 1/4 hrs from switch-on to switch-off.
All Parts of the still are easily replaceable, including the elements.
27 litre stainless steel boiler, 2 x 1500W elements.
106145

106101

Express Still - 27L 2000W (Available in New Zealand Only)
Achieves 90% ABV at over 2 litres per hour.
27 litre stainless steel boiler. 2000W element.
Includes a digital thermometer for accurate, easy temperature monitoring.
Comes with a tap for easier and safer emptying.

106141

Super Express Still - 4L 2000W
Ultra Fast, ultra efficient. This is the best performing mini Still available.
Long life Stainless Steel boiler. 2000W element.
Includes a digital thermometer for accurate, easy temperature monitoring.
For distilling alcohol, essential oils or water.

106101

106141

Filters
106104

essencia Carbon Filter
The original, revolutionary bench top carbon treatment system.
Never touch carbon again with this all in one, multi stage, cartridge based
filtration and treatment unit.
Combines the latest ceramic filtration technology with the highest quality peat
carbon to create the most advanced and effective filtration and treatment
system available.
Easy to use, no mess, no leaks and very versatile.

106108

106104

essencia Water Filter Unit
Restores the fresh, natural taste to your tap water.
Bacteria and Cyst reduction is greater than 99.99%.
Filters suspended solids, micro organisms (eg. Giardia and Cryptosporidium)
and dissolved metals.

106108

Boilers
106146

Super Express Wort Boiler - 27L 3000W
A 27 litre stainless steel boiler with two x 1500W heating elements for
ultimate performance.
Particularly good for those who brew beer from scratch.
Comes with a tap for safer and easier emptying.

106102

Express Wort Boiler - 27L 2000W
A 27 litre stainless steel boiler with a single high speed heating element.
Particularly good for those who brew beer from scratch.
Comes with a tap for safer and easier emptying.

106142

106146

106102

Super Express Boiler - 4L 2000W
A 4 litre stainless steel boiler with a high speed heating element.
Faster than any other currently on the market.
106142

0233

Spirits and Distilling
Distilling Equipment
Code
Condensers and Pumps
106103

106107

Express Purifier - Condenser
Invented by essencia in 2004, the Express Condenser has revolutionised
the home distilling market. It has been copied, but not equalled.
The performance of this ultra efficient condenser is truly astounding.
It is capable of producing premium quality distillate at a rate of over 3 litres
per hour.
Includes a digital thermometer for accurate, easy temperature monitoring.
Lid shown not included.

106103

Condenser Pump Kit
Water saver and flow control system.
Use where water conservation is a priority.
Can also be used where consistent water flow is a problem.
The essencia Condenser Pump will operate with any condenser that requires
up to 4 litres per minute of cooling water flow.
106107

Starter Pack Specials
109100

Distilling Starter Kit Super Express 3000W (New Zealand Only)
All the best equipment needed for the new distiller, at an ultra low price.
Pack includes:
30 Litre Fermenter Set
2 x essencia Super 6 Yeasts
essencia Super Express Still - 27L 3000W Alcometer Short
essencia Carbon Filter System
Alcometer Long
essencia Bourbon Chunks 500g
Paddle 59cm
Choice of 1 x essencia EziBase
2 x 5 litre Glass Jars
Choice of 3 x essencia Spirit Flavours
essencia Heater Pad
Choice of 2 x essencia Liqueur Flavours Hydrometer
2 x essencia Ultra Clear Finings
Trial Jar

109101

Distilling Starter Kit Express 2000W (New Zealand Only)
The same as above except this pack comes with the Express 2000W Still
instead of the Super Express 3000W Still.

0233

109100
109101

